The T-cell antigen receptor binds to self-MHC molecules with low affinity. Recent reports disagree as to whether this interaction sensitizes or desensitizes the receptor. Here we discuss how these findings might be reconciled. 
The thymus imposes a molecular definition of 'self' on T cells as they develop by monitoring the interactions between the T-cell antigen receptor (TCR) and the peptide ligand presented by major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. Progenitors bearing TCRs with no affinity for self-peptide-MHC ligands die by default; those with high affinity are induced to die; only those with low affinity are positively selected and continue development [1] . The presumed significance of positive selection is to enrich for T cells that can respond to foreign antigens presented by MHC molecules, thereby increasing the overall functionality of the T-cell repertoire [2] . However, the thymus is not the only site where the TCR makes low-affinity contacts with self-antigens. T cells continue to engage self-peptide-MHC complexes in peripheral lymphoid tissue. Indeed the partial phosphorylation of the TCRζ ζ chain has proven to be a molecular marker of selfinteraction in naïve resting T cells. But what is the functional significance of this interaction?
Many experiments have shown that T cells have a reduced capacity to survive or undergo homeostatic expansion in environments that lack a low-affinity or 'selecting' peptide-MHC ligand [3] . Thus it has been suggested that the significance of continued selfinteraction is to maintain clonal heterogeneity amongst T cells (see Box 1). A second model proposes that low-affinity self-interactions actively desensitize the T cell [4] . Thus, continued self-interaction serves to protect the animal from overt reactivity to healthy tissue. Recent work from the Germain lab [5] has led to the proposal of a third model, which is seemingly at odds with the desensitization model. Here, the selfinteraction is hypothesized to sensitize the receptor, making it easier for the T cell to rapidly respond to foreign antigen.
In their recent paper, Stefanova et al. [5] tested the functionality of CD4 + T cells that were removed from environments in which MHC class II was expressed, and therefore could no longer interact with self-antigen [5] . They found that T cells removed from self prior to activation required a higher dose of antigen for proliferation than those that maintained their interaction with self. They tested three experimental means of removing the self-interaction. First, they isolated CD4 + T cells from lymph nodes and cultured them in vitro. Because T cells do not express MHC class II molecules, this effectively disrupts self-interactions. In as short as 30 minutes of culture, T cells lost phosphorylation of the TCRζ ζ chain and displayed a corresponding reduction in sensitivity to antigen. Second, they injected a blocking antibody to MHC class II molecules into mice. In this case, they waited 8 or 36 hours, but again observed a loss of TCRζ ζ phosphorylation and responsiveness to antigen. Finally, they simply compared CD4 + T cells from blood to those from lymph node. Because MHC class II molecules are expressed predominantly in lymphoid organs, cells from the blood are probably temporarily deprived of self-interactions. Again, they observed a loss of TCRζ ζ phosphorylation and reduced responsiveness to antigen. They also reported that CD4 + T cells interacting with antigen-presenting cells (APCs) had modestly polarized surface TCR expression and that disrupting the interaction with self resulted in redistribution of the TCRs. Overall, these authors argued that maintenance of interaction with self-antigen-MHC ligands enables the T cell to better respond to foreign antigen by inducing partial TCRζ ζ phosphorylation and clustering receptors at the APC interface.
On the other hand, two other groups have reported similar approaches, but found that removal from self resulted in a more robust TCR response [6, 7] -the opposite result from that reported by Stefanova et al. [5] . In one study T cells were reaggregated with MHC class II positive or negative APCs for three days, then tested for calcium flux induced by TCR triggering [6] . The cells from an MHC class II deficient environment showed a more robust response, not less as would be predicted from the data cited above [5] . The authors correlated this increased responsiveness with reduced levels of CD5 -a negative regulator of TCR signaling. In another study Bhandoola et al. [7] 'parked' CD4 + T cells in MHC class II positive or negative host animals for 50-100 days, then measured responsiveness to anti-TCR stimulation [7] . The cells from MHC class II deficient environments upregulated CD69 tenfold more efficiently than controls. In fact, CD4 + T cells in MHC class II deficient animals rejected MHC class II positive syngeneic skin grafts, suggesting that overt self-reactivity results when chronic interaction with self is not maintained. Can these results be reconciled with the notion that self-interactions enhance the responsiveness of T cells to foreign antigens?
A first point of interest is that the experiments were performed in different time frames. This fact may well account for the different outcomes observed (Figure 1) . On the left of Figure 1 , a naïve mature T cell is shown interacting with self-ligand, as it would in the lymphoid organs. This interaction is known to result in partial phosphorylation of the TCRζ ζ chain, and modest receptor clustering at the interface with the APC. These alterations presumably promote TCR responsiveness, as their loss was correlated with the loss of reactivity [5] . At the same time, this interaction with self may recruit negative regulators or exclude positive regulators ( Figure 1) . As mentioned previously, the negative regulator CD5 is maintained at a high level by the interaction with self [6] . Indeed one study suggested that partial TCRζ ζ phosphorylation itself recruits negative regulators [8] . Consistent with this, the Germain lab recently showed that TCR engagement of weak ligands leads to the recruitment of the phosphatase SHP-1, followed by receptor desensitization through inactivation of the Lck kinase [9] .
One could therefore imagine that the TCR interaction with self results in a mix of properties: some poising the TCR to signal more rapidly, others actively repressing signals. When self-interaction is removed, the functional outcome will be influenced by how rapidly each property is lost. For example what we call 'dispersal' in Figure 1 occurs rapidly, within hours; the TCR is redistributed at the cell surface, and TCRζ ζ chain phosphorylation is lost [6, 10] . This causes reduced reactivity to antigen. However, other features are lost or changed more slowly, over a period of days, which we call 'adaptation' in Figure 1 . Indeed, the loss of CD5 occurs slowly, and positive regulators may be recovered during this time frame [6, 11] . This eventually results in enhanced reactivity (even reactivity to self), despite the initial dispersal of features such as TCRζ ζ phosphorylation.
A final consideration is the nature of the ligands used to test reactivity. In all cases, except skin graft rejection, the response to high-affinity antigen or cross-linking antibody was measured. None of the studies on 'self-loss' to date directly measured the response to low-affinity self-antigens. Skin graft rejection is a complex in vivo phenomenon and, particularly in the setting of lymphopenia, may involve additional factors besides self-reactivity. Thus, it remains to be tested whether loss of self-interaction in mature T cells results directly in self-reactivity. The real prediction of proposal 2 (Box 1) is that self-interactions maintain a high threshold for self-antigens. It does not necessarily follow that such interactions also maintain a higher threshold for foreign antigens. It may be that (over days)
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